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In the past few years Monte Carlo methods have become a major tool'

in the study of non-perturbative effects in quantum field theory. These

techniques allow the numerical evaluation of path integrals. To keep

things well defined, a lattice serves as an ultraviolet cutoff. The

method is tied to neither strong or weak coupling and interpolates nicely

between these regimes. The inherent problems are statistical errors, which

decrease only with the square root of the computer time, and the relatively

small size of practical lattices in four space-time dimensions.

Although much has been learned of gauge fields on a lattice, only

three numbers characteristic of the continuum limit have thus far been

evaluated. The first relates the coefficient K of the long range linear

interquark potential to the scale parameter of asymptotic freedom. For

SU(3) we have1

(0.42 + 0.13).ft (1)

in the quarkless theory. The second number is the glueball mass, which

has only been crudely estimated for quarkless SU(2)

mg -x. 2 /K (2)

The error on this number is difficult to assess but is probably less than

a factor of two. The third parameter is somewhat less physical, the real

tenperature at which the vacuum will fill with entangled strings of gluonic

flux and the notion of confinement is lost. Several groups have studied

this transition for SU(2) and recently it has been observed for SU(3) pure

gauge fields. The transition temperature quoted in ref. (4) is

TC * AM0M <3>

Beyond the results in eqs. 1-3, all Monte Carlo results concern the physics

of vhe artificially introduced lattice cutoff. Indeed, the remainder of

this talk is on lattice artifacts.
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Recent analyses have found first order phase transitions in Wilson's

lattice gauge theory based on the groups SO(3) and SU(5) . These transi-

tions were unexpected from the common lore that in four dimensions non-Abelian

gauge theories should only display a single confining phase. Furthermore,

the continuum SO(3) and SU(2) theories are formally identical. These

new transitions are probably not deconfining and may be mundane artifacts

of the Wilson action.

To investigate the possibility of affecting the phase structure of a

theory with modifications of the action, Bhanot and I have studied the

SU(2) theory with a two parameter plaquette action

S " 0(1-1/2 TrU ) + 6A(1-1/3 TrAU ) (4)

We keep the action a gauge invariant function of the Wilson plaquette

variables U . Here Tr is the usual trace of the 2x2 SU(2) matrix and

Tr. is the corresponding trace taken in the 3x3 adjoint representation.

This model has three simple limits: (1) BA = 0 is the usual SU(2) theory,

(2) 0 « 0 is the SO(3) model, and (3) BA -»• » reduces to Z2 lattice gauge

theory at inverse temperature 8. Both limits (2) and (3) have non-

trivial phase structure.

Using Monte Carlo techniques, we have obtained the phase diagram

shewn in Fig. 1. Both the Z, and S0(3) transition are stable and meet

at a triple point located at

(3,BA) - (0.55 + 0.03, 2.34 + 0.03) (5)

A third first order line emerges from this point and ends at a critical

point at

(B,SA) - (1.57 + 0.05, 0.78 + 0.05) (6)
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The conventional SU(2) theory exhibits a narrow but smooth peak
Q

in its specific heat at 0 - 2.2. This is directly in line with a

naive extrapolation of the above first-order transition to the 3 axis.

Thus this peak is a remnant of that transition and a shadow of the nearby

critical poin'̂ ..

The continuum SU(2) theory should be unique for all physical

observables. The connection between the bare field theoretical coupling

and the parameter (8,$.) is

go'
2 - e/4 + 2BA/3 (7)

A continuum limit requires g 2 •*• 0; however, this can be done along many

paths in the (fl,B.) plane. Previously we concentrated on the trajectory

8. » 0, B -*• ••• Along that line no singularities are encountered and thus

confinement, present in strong coupling, should persist into the weak

coupling domain. However, an equally justified path would be, for example,

B « 3. -•• °°. In this case we cross a first order transition. Because one

can continue around it in our larger coupling constant space, the transition

is not deconfining and is simply an artifact of the lattice action.

To test whether physical observables are indeed independent of

direction in the (B,B.) plane, we measured Wilson loops in the weak

coupling regime for several values of B». The loop by itself is not an

observable, because of ultraviolet divergences. These should cancel in

ratios of loops with the same perimeters and numbers of corners. Thus we

define

,J) W(K,L) . -

) (8)
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Wishing to compare points which give similar physics, we searched at each

value of SA for the values of 6 for which R(2,2,3,3) had the values 0.87

and 0.93. This gave the points in the (8»8A> plane shown in Fig. 2. The

dashed lines in this figure represent constant bare charge from eq. (7).

If physics is indeed similar at the corresponding points, then all ratios

R of eq. (8) should match. In Fig. 3 I show several such ratios as functions

of g, and at the R(2,2,3,3) - 0.87 points from above. The comparison is

quite good considering that finite cutoff corrections are ignored.

Note that in this comparison the bare charge is far from being a constant.

2
In Fig. 2 we see that g varied from less than unity to nearly 4 while

holding R(2,2,3,3) fixed at 0.87. Such variation is permissible and

perhaps even expected since the bare charge is unobservable and should depend

on the cutoff prescription. The dependence can be characterized by a 8.

dependent lattice renormalization scale A , defined as in ref. (1). I

show in Fig. 4 A as a function ot 6». Note the consistency of the
O A

R(2,2,3,3) • 0.93 and 0.87 results Remarkably, the addition of BA can

change A by several orders of magnitude. The small value for A found in

ref. (1) is an accident of the Wilson action. This dependence can in

principle be verified with perturbative techniques.

Our analysis has shown a continuation from the strong coupling phase
Q

of S0(3) to SU(2). Halliday and Schwimmer have recently presented another

generalization of the Wilson theory which smoothly takes weak coupling

S0(3) to SU(2). In addition to the SU(2) variables U.. on the lattice

links, they introduce a Z_ variable aQe {+_ 1} on each of the plaquettes.

Their partition function is

Au]exp{p I 111 aBTrUB (9)

i ! n o }
C
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Here U is the usual product of link variables about the plaquette in

question. Tha final sum in this equation is over all three dimensional

cubes in the lattice. When X vanishes, this is a variant of the SO(3)

model and possesses a similar transition. For vanishing (5, the model

is a dual form of the four dimensional Ising model and has a second order

phase transition. Finally, when X •*• «• the plaquette variables a become

products of Z_ variables on the links. These can be absorbed in the

SU(2) measure and thus the model becomes SU(2) lattice gauge theory.

Monte Carlo results in ref. (9) indicate that the SO(3) and Ising

transitions are smoothly connected as X is increased. No phase changes

are encountered in "joing from the weak coupling SO(3) to the SU(2) limit.

The exponential in eq. (9) weights the trace of Uo towards ofl. Thus

the variable aa essentially represents a Dirac string variable for Z,

magnetic monopoles in the S0(3) model. The parameter X represents an

added mass for these monopoles, and as X •*• « they drop out of the theory

and we are left with SU(2). A possibly interesting three parameter action

adds a mass n to the Dirac strings as w 11

IE /&u] exp {g E 1/2 a g

(10)

+ 1 1 n q. + n E cr_ }
c oeC

In various limits this model reduces to the Halliday and Schwimmer model

in eq. (9), a coupled Z- sP i n gauge system as studied in ref. (10), and

a variant of the mixed representation action in eq. (4). This parameterization

is similar in spirit if not in detail to that discussed by H. Levine at

this conference. A full investigation of the three dimensional phase

diagram should give further insight into the nature of the perplexing

S0(3) transition.
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Figrtre Captions

Fig. 1 The phase diagram with the generalized SU(2) action.

Fig. 2 Points of constant "physics". Solid circles represent

R(2,2,3,3) = 0.87, open circles represent R(2,2,3,3) - 0.93.

Fig. 3 Various loop ratios along the R(2,2,3,3) « 0.87 contour.

Solid circles are from loops in the fundamental representation,

open circles from the adjoint.

Fig. 4 The g,. dependence of the renormalization scale A0(B.). The solid

circles and open circles are from R(2,2,3,3) = 0.87 and 0.93,

respectively.
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